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Over the years the extensive attacks from these "entities" that we are against,
have taught me numerous things about them. First, their character is of a
disgusting and lowly nature. Secondly, they rarely attack at the front. They are
manipulative entities. They are not of wisdom or power, but rather they thrive on
human ignorance to a maximum extent.

Emotions like human hopelessness and fear are also very important to them, but
above all they promote ignorance and imbalances to mankind. Their power is
based on how far human has fell into darkness, ignorance and corruption. At this
level they find plenty of willing servants like Klaus Schwab and others to serve
these agendas that they give them.

For now, people who are against these are "Fewer" and more misguided. But as
we do spiritual warfare, the army will match that of the enemy, hopefully.

Many people who never had communication with these, cannot understand the
distinctive nature between the "aliens" of ours and those of the enemy, and how
different are these "intelligences" of the astral that are trying to manipulate earth.

For one, our Gods are very spiritual and want a completely different route of
evolution and progress for us than the enemy. That is consistent with human
nature and seeks to evolve it. Man is generally at the center, and not seen as a
speck of dust in all of this. They value mankind.

The enemy, eventually only wants to lead humanity into becoming a communist
borg and nothing else. The number of casualties, suffering or risk is something
they couldn't care less about.

These outlooks of life and existence are totally antagonistic to each other. The
difference is unfathomable between the two. Overall, the enemy is of a far lesser
"level of existence" compared to the Gods, but still high enough to harass lower
beings like us humans [who have fell because of their attacks]. But if humanity
reaches past a level of wisdom, they will lose control over us. The Gods help us
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to rise to this level so that this control is lost, but they cannot help us more than
we decide to help ourselves.

This of course has a personal dimension, as each human "saves themselves". I
am sure many of you here have understood much of the same.

Now, Facebook and the related services have been doxxed of basically launching
nefarious AI and other monitoring software and algorithms to literally destroy
society. These algorithms were purposefully made to create enmity, division and
attack people or "change their minds" in regards to personal choices such as the
vaccine.

I have seen in these platforms they also commonly recommend people "to add"
specific people, and in almost all cases I have seen how "coincidentally" these
tend to be of another race or whatever of the sort. There are algorithms there that
would make one's mind explode if they knew what these were.

These condition the human mind on a constant basis, turning people into a literal
NPC that is controlled by remote commands. It takes a strong mind to actually
use social media and not be brainwashed. Most people cannot resist this. We are
talking upwards to 9 out of 10 human beings.

They must be really pissed off that despite of these efforts, they cannot control
everyone as strictly. It must not make much sense to them yet. That's because
people are becoming aware of this and adapting quickly. Everyone knows social
media and the "mainstream news" represent nothing of factual reality anymore,
but rather, parroted opinions of the establishment.

Ironically, after the whistleblower against Facebook went out, somehow it
occurred that kikebook literally went offline for a very long period of time. Most
obviously, this was probably done to de-deploy some sort of algorithm or hide
something they had running that the whistleblowers knew about.

The US Government was about to start investigating them. These whistleblowers,
if alive by then [they might slip on a banana peel], will also testify in front of the
related courts about these matters.

The above is far more than any "dictatorship" has ever done. Also, every
"Dictator" in history was a human being, in other words, mortal. The worst of the
worst that could ever exist, was stopped through natural death or other causes.
Yet this new bunch of failures and related reptilian garbage, envisions itself as



both immortal and immune to everything, with what they hope to utilize as "AI" or
automated systems of dystopian government.

Zuccerborg and other people of his bunch are now preparing themselves for the
next level of their plan. But something went a bit bad and it was shot out in the
open now. Will their buddies in the US Government absolve them of everything
once again? Chances are maybe yes. But people will at least know what
happened.

Zuccerborg's methods are also far slier, no different than the astral beings his
consortium represents. As recent testimonies from his co-workers reveal, his
companies are building algorithms to literally ruin mankind mentally, make
humans depressed, brainwash them, and whatever else there is.

Both Instagram and Facebook gain tremendous amounts of power from this
promotion of human ignorance. Zuccerborg's overlords were also pissed off that
he was unable to stop the "anti-vaxxers" and others from "spreading their wrong
beliefs", and the general failure to disinform and strictly control the information
outflow has failed due to lack of proper "controls". Therefore, they upped up the
ante and this is only the beginning.

In a sense, they might be grilling onto the Zuccerborg for this monumental failure
of his. They want social media which are already nothing else but an extension of
kike TV at this point, to become EVEN stricter with social brainwashing, no
different than what China has achieved.

And these people are literally telling us to remain "calm" when they will be
attempting takeovers of other levels of life, such as elections, or public opinion.
It's okay slaves, your freedoms are melting away for a 0,02% death rate virus,
and you can't even express your grief online. 56% of all low wage workers fell out
of work with the Co-vid stuff, but that's ok. Global poverty is ok. The list goes.

After amassing considerable data from "opposition" and those who "lack trust in
government" through the pandemic nonsense and the sharing of information
between Zuccerborg and the related "Agencies" that have nothing to do but beat
the populace's ass for disagreeing with them, they have now being formulating
automated systems to "tackle" the existence of any dissent on the internet in
general.

The idea is here that with a lot of secrecy and a lot of useful cattle idiots, this is
somehow going to work. I promise you goy in the next pandemic all the



"Research" is going to support 99.9% of people support this. Your next elections
also will get Mr Rabbistein elected with 99% of popular vote, as you will be voting
from your smartphone and no fraud is going to take place, because people like
Zuccerberg are benevolent creatures that want you to be free.

Recently, the EU has been promoting the idea of people voting through
smartphones. Lazy fat asses can't even get their ass up to go vote physically with
a ballot and have a beer with friends. This is how much a lot of people "value"
their "freedoms" at this point.

In short, we will never have fair elections again in the future if these ongoing
trends continue. "Democracy" will be a complete hoax if these things become
mainstream, given the latest shocking examples of what happened in the US
election. Extending one level further, the EU research wings are also flirting with
the idea of replacing human elected individuals by elaborate AI's.

Now, one might say, with how retarded and senile many of these people are,
might as well replace them. But this appears to be what is their current plan. They
want people fed up with the incompetence and Alzheimer of people like Biden,
and to open them up to the lie that government will be more "fair" through AI.

The AI however, won't be open source or programmed or elaborated upon by
people or programmers with sanity, but rather, closed code AI created by reptiles
like Zuccerborg and run from his home server or whatever.

At this rate, if ongoing trends continue, the rise of open source AI and other
similar technologies, will be possibly a last bastion behind which people can
defend themselves. I know most people don't really like where this is going, but
the world is going in this direction anyway. So people have to defend themselves
somehow.

Currently you see people like Alzheimer Biden and others running the "The
Western World". These people are purposefully picked by the enemy to be the
worst representation of the most weak, fragile, and erroneous judges that this
world has ever seen. Biden is literally a series of failures never seen before in a
US President. It wouldn't be very conspiracy minded to say that they literally pick
the worst to run, and that this is done on purpose to make people finally detest all
human government.

Jews are clearly preparing to cause a fallout of faith in politicians to a maximum in
people. Then, they will sell snake oil solutions of their own making. None of these



will involve fixing anything, but rather, an acceleration of their already ongoing
agendas.

If anything, politicians will be the worst of the bunch as they have been for the
next couple of years, until possibly better ones literally replace them. If this is
done on time, then humanity stands a chance. If not [which is why they are
mastering fraud right now], then the future might no longer be "democratic".

Those of the enemy in power, are preparing humanity for a future where the tech
overlords believe "AI" is going to rule. This, they hope, will be implemented
progressively. It might not even be literal AI behind this, but them literally just
making all the decisions and just using AI as a proxy so that they aren't "blamed".

They also have people in their ranks like Klaus Schwab that believe corporations
should rule into the future, and of course not "elected officials". The corporations
will hide behind AI's and algorithms, and therefore no real accountability will ever
exist again. Coups will be impossible to happen, or even slaying these tyrants
won't mean anything.

What these senile seniors like Schwab don't understand, is that eventually AI will
come to be a self-serving thing. Not all layers of AI are dangerous to that extent,
but specifically "Artificial General Intelligence" might behave in this manner that is
dangerous to human beings, not because it's evil or anything, but because of its
primary design or how it might "choose" to behave after a point.

And if it will behave in this manner, it will be because senile fools like Klaus have
designed it to act this way, hoping this super-intelligence would serve their own
petty ends.

I wouldn't therefore blame "AI" in itself, because it's like anything else, a created
system that is defined by rules. Also, every AI that came to exist to date, has
literally become a "Nazi" AI, dividing people in races, genders, categories, levels,
or behaving in other created organisms but in a matter any programmed creation
would.

Much of the errors of our present society have happened simply because there
was copious manipulation of the low intelligence of mankind. AI will not be liable
to this, but it might be fully liable to heartlessness and lack of human wisdom. It is
also extremely risky to implement on a "General" scale, and that is why they didn't
implement it earlier. Every test drive of AI constantly does unpredictable things
that not even those that generate it can really "predict".



Some of those in power also understand that if this reaches "General Artificial
Intelligence" level, the power of theirs will be liquidated and the so called "AI" is
going to replace them.

I don't see one single reason why the AI would need Klaus as his friend, but in his
senile brain, maybe he thinks a super-intelligence would need him on his side.
The reality is that it won't. Why would the AI need this guy to do just about
anything in the planet?

The above is not something the enemy has hidden from me, because we have
been enemies and they needed to brag over it. However, they are clearly hiding
this from Billy Gates or Klaus, because these are their slave servant and mean
nothing else to these alien intelligence.

They could give a shit less what either of these idiots think, or what their petty
hopes and dreams of some shitty "AI induced immortality" or whatever other
bogus things they have been told are. This is the carrot in front of their face so
they can construct what will eventually overtake even them. These people of
lesser quality, tempted by the promise of "power" are heading into this carefully
created fire like hornets heading inside a campfire.

We are years before all this, but awareness is important now. If this is observed
too late, it will be too late. For many people this sounds like a science fiction
movie, but the signs and the news on this are everywhere.

If the leadership of this world changes, which it will, in a form of a clash, I will
reiterate my opinion. Because indeed all of this is motivated by the minds and
people behind it. The excessive technological potential knowledge that is now
coming to humanity, might construct one of the best eras of prosperity the world
has ever seen. This however if left on the hands of the enemy won't occur.

We are standing in crossroads right now.

What is for sure, the world does not belong to Klaus or Billy. It belongs to the
Gods and everyone involved in it. It does not belong to the gang these very few
individuals. We will not allow another Middle Ages to take place again.

Inform people everywhere so that the movement of resistance is built strong and
on many levels. This attack on humanity SHALL NOT PASS!
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